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Jumpstart your students’ minds with daily warm-ups that get them thinking mathematically and ready for instruction. Daily Math
Stretches offers practice in algebraic thinking, geometry, measurement, and data for grades 3-5 to provide an early foundation for
mastering mathematical learning. Written by Guided Math author Laney Sammons and with well-known, research-based
approaches, this product provides step-by-step lessons, assessment information, and a snapshot of how to facilitate these math
discussions in your classroom. Digital resources are also included for teacher guidance with management tips, classroom set-up
tips, and interactive whiteboard files for each stretch.
For some students, the mere thought of solving a word problem can transform even the most confident among them into nervous
wrecks. In her guidebook, Math Vitamins, retired educator Loretta Jean Everhart shares her methods of success that will help any
student from Pre-K to fifth grade effectively solve even the most challenging word problems. Everhart taught elementary students
for over thirty years and relies on her diverse experience working with students of all levels to offer useful techniques and step-bystep guidance that will lead parents and teachers through several ways to cope with math anxiety, improve math writing and
vocabulary, and use cooperative learning to solve word problems. While providing simple strategies like having children work on
jigsaw puzzles to learn guess and test methodologies, Everhart also shares an in-depth exploration of Polya’s four-step model,
which helps children first understand the problem and then develop a plan on how to answer it. For the parent of a home-schooled
child or for teacher who is searching for new ideas, this innovative guidebook offers practical tips and suggestions that will help
lead struggling students out of the often tricky world of word problems and onto a successful path of future problem solving.
Ice wishes she could just become invisible.... Ice hides from the world behind a shield of silence. And that is what her mother hates
about her. All she wants is a normal daughter who wears makeup and sexy clothes to attract boys. But Ice gets her chance to
shine when she reveals her beautiful singing voice. And her extraordinary gift may become her saving grace when tragedy and
deception almost destroy her dreams...
"This exciting series consists of Big books for shared reading and related small books for students to read on their own. The Big
Books introduce maths concepts and support the learning of the content-area vocabulary and the small books help students
consolidate this"-back cover Teaching guide.
MATH AND SCIENCE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN, Eighth Edition, introduces readers to engaging math and science experiences
for early childhood and early elementary education programs, and provides an organized, sequential approach to creating a
developmentally appropriate math and science curriculum. The content aligns with key guidelines and standards: The National
Association for the Education of Young Children's (NAEYC) Professional Preparation Standards (2010); Developmentally
Appropriate Practice (DAP) guidelines; Common Core Mathematics Standards; and Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).
The book also addresses STEM/STEAM and the essential domains of child growth and development during the crucial birthPage 1/9
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through-eight age range. A valuable resource for the student/future teacher, working professional, or involved parent, MATH AND
SCIENCE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN emphasizes the interrelatedness of math and science and how they can be integrated into all
other curriculum areas. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Take an in-depth look at math stretches-warm-ups that get students in grades 3-5 thinking about math and ready for instruction!
Written by Guided Math author, Laney Sammons, this resource features step-by-step lessons, assessment information, and a
snapshot of what the warm-ups look like in the classroom. This resource is correlated to the Common Core State Standards and
aligned to the interdisciplinary themes from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills. 192pp.
Personal story telling is a powerful and interesting medium through which one can share experiences, insights, successes, and
difficulties in meaningful contexts. Teaching in general, and mathematics teaching in particular, is much more than what meets the
eye. Most people have only experienced teaching from the vantage point of a student and have impressions of teachers and
teaching that are simplistic and usually totally incorrect. The lives of mathematics teachers are varied and contrary to what one
might think they are. The journeys of exemplary in-service teachers are not linear; there are many bends, potholes, and detours
through which they have navigated. The "road conditions" of teaching are fodder for the 12 untold stories collected in this volume,
whose authors graduated from a special four-year undergraduate mathematics teacher preparation program, containing innovative
components, many of which are revealed through the experiences described in their stories. The range of narratives vary in every
possible way, from the reasons they became mathematics teachers, to the number of years teaching, to the experiences
encountered while teaching, to the different roles they have assumed throughout their careers. Nevertheless, one strand
permeates all of the stories: their passion for what they do and their ability to reflect on early college experiences that contribute to
their performance. These inspiring narratives will shed light on the developmental processes of mathematics teachers, what it
means to teach mathematics, and the components of a secondary mathematics teacher preparation program that can contribute to
their expertise. Praise for The Inspirational Untold Stories of Secondary Mathematics Teachers: This lovely book contains personal
stories about the process of becoming a mathematics teacher and the challenges and rewards of the early years of teaching.
These stories highlight that the path to teaching is often indirect, rocky, and filled with doubts. But these poignant stories are
powerful because they are so honest. I wish I’d read these stories before I experienced some of the joys and challenges of my
early years of teaching because they would have prepared me for the roller coaster of emotion associated with entering this
complex but beautiful profession. I think these stories will be helpful when working with prospective and early career teachers.
Randolph Philipp Professor of Mathematics Education School of Teacher Education, San Diego State University Immediate Past
President, Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE) This is a book about real people and true stories; the narratives
are really insightful and truly inspirational. It is not only a book that those involved in teacher preparation programs may find useful
and informative to read, but also a book that could provide insights and inspiration to those who are exploring what it is like to be a
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teacher. The journey of each of these success stories, despite the diverse starting point of each, speaks volumes of the
importance of an effective teacher preparation program that not only nurtures but also provides support for the growth of the
preservice teachers. The narratives in this book are certainly a testimonial to what we often hear–Teachers are more often made
than born. Ngan Hoe Lee Associate Professor, Mathematics & Mathematics Education National Institute of Education, Singapore
Mathematics in schools offering the Integrated Programme is usually taught as an integrated subject, so that students will be able
to better relate learnt knowledge to new knowledge and transfer conceptual understanding to application, as many mathematical
concepts are interconnected. One driving force to write the series is to provide a guidebook especially for students in the
Integrated Programme. The other is to share teaching ideas with other Mathematics teachers who love the subject as much as I
do. Features: Each topic begins with a recap of key mathematical concepts to help students consolidate learning. Worked
examples are included to enhance understanding and application of key concepts, with side notes explaining some of the working.
Practice questions are tiered into three levels of difficulty. Level 1 aims to provide students with the necessary practice; Level 2
to further build the confidence and test students understanding; Level 3 to challenge students with higher order thinking
questions. Math Wonderland is one highlight of the book. Activities include extension of the topic, suggested alternative
assessment and questions to stretch mathematical thinking. The primary purpose of the Wonderland is to allow students to think
deeply about what they have learnt and to appreciate the learning of Mathematics beyond classroom. Step-by-step solutions to
all questions are provided as an additional resource to students problem solving process. I hope this book will benefit students
studying Integrated Mathematics, as well as those with aptitude for the subject who are preparing for the GCE O Level
Mathematics and Additional Mathematics examinations.

Designed by experts in education, this best-selling workbook features vivid and full-color illustrations to guide children
step-by-step through a variety of engaging and developmentally appropriate activities in phonics, reading, reading
comprehension, language arts, writing, and math. Answer keys included. 544 pp.
Do you believe in creation? Step inside the mind of a man who does and wants to convince others using mathematical,
astrophysical equations. Combined with lovely poetry about our Lord, this book gives much food for thought about
creation and beyond. William has taken Einstein’s theory to new heights, combining other elements of nature and space.
Think seriously about what you read inside. Open your minds to new possibilities and theories not previously discussed.
Prepare to believe like never before. All William asks is that you approach this book with an open mind and a willing
spirit. Step into his world and see creation in a new light.
Snatching up freshly baked loaves of bread on the side of the road, heaping twenty gallons of milk into a grocery cart,
conversations in the car, bribing a kid with ice cream to learn his math facts, or finding some way to inconvenience a child
to capture their attention, Joan Hershberger records the typical and unusual moments of life and her response to life as it
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happens.
Dr. Hedy Moscovici’s life on three continents and her battle with ovarian cancer shaped the unique co-learning and
participative leadership perspective on science and mathematics education shared in this book. This text has multiple
audiences – prospective and practicing teachers wanting to motivate their students to learn, science and mathematics
educators mentoring teachers to become transformative intellectuals and critical pedagogues, parents interested in their
children’s advancement, and interested policymakers and public wishing to deepen their understanding about learning in
general and educational issues in science and mathematics. Two mottos, “I can’t learn from you if you can’t learn from
me” and “to teach is to learn twice,” summarize the essence of her message. The spotlight is on the critical
interdependence of factors, specifically human ability to construct understanding; necessity of disequilibrium to spark
neural rewiring; cognition-emotion (pleasure vs. pain, even science or math phobia) connections; sociocultural context;
dilemma created by the absence of a clearly trustworthy “learning meter” for a society valuing objective measurement of
quality of learning; human relationships sustained by three R’s (rights, responsibilities, respect); and, heightened
awareness of power relationships leading to a spirit of collaboration, recognition of each individual’s strengths and
expertise; and critical pedagogy.
Notebook Planner Pi A La Mode Funny Math Geek Pie Ice Cream Lover for Pi Day. This Notebook Planner Pi A La Mode
Funny Math Geek Pie Ice Cream Lover for Pi Day has a beautiful sturdy cover, perfect bound, for a beautiful look and
feel. This Notebook Planner Pi A La Mode Funny Math Geek Pie Ice Cream Lover for Pi Day for boys, girls, baby, men,
women . Great Notebook for anyone interested in happy occasions, astrology, zodiac signs, horoscope.
Any high school student preparing for the American Mathematics Competitions should get their hands on a copy of this
book! A major aspect of mathematical training and its benefit to society is the ability to use logic to solve problems. The
American Mathematics Competitions (AMC) have been given for more than fifty years to millions of high school students.
This book considers the basic ideas behind the solutions to the majority of these problems, and presents examples and
exercises from past exams to illustrate the concepts. Anyone taking the AMC exams or helping students prepare for them
will find many useful ideas here. But people generally interested in logical problem solving should also find the problems
and their solutions interesting. This book will promote interest in mathematics by providing students with the tools to
attack problems that occur on mathematical problem-solving exams, and specifically to level the playing field for those
who do not have access to the enrichment programs that are common at the top academic high schools. The book can
be used either for self-study or to give people who want to help students prepare for mathematics exams easy access to
topic-oriented material and samples of problems based on that material. This is useful for teachers who want to hold
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special sessions for students, but it is equally valuable for parents who have children with mathematical interest and
ability. As students' problem solving abilities improve, they will be able to comprehend more difficult concepts requiring
greater mathematical ingenuity. They will be taking their first steps towards becoming math Olympians!
It is widely recognized that the degree of development of a science is given by the transition from a mainly descriptive
stage to a more quantitative stage. In this transition, qualitative interpretations (conceptual models) are complemented
with quantification (numerical models, both, deterministic and stochastic). This has been the main task of mathematical
geoscientists during the last forty years - to establish new frontiers and new challenges in the study and understanding of
the natural world. Mathematics of Planet Earth comprises the proceedings of the International Association for
Mathematical Geosciences Conference (IAMG2013), held in Madrid from September 2-6, 2013. The Conference
addresses researchers, professionals and students. The proceedings contain more than 150 original contributions and
give a multidisciplinary vision of mathematical geosciences.
Is there a way to get students to love math? Dr. Judy Willis responds with an emphatic yes in this informative guide to
getting better results in math class. Tapping into abundant research on how the brain works, Willis presents a practical
approach for how we can improve academic results by demonstrating certain behaviors and teaching students in a way
that minimizes negativity. With a straightforward and accessible style, Willis shares the knowledge and experience she
has gained through her dual careers as a math teacher and a neurologist. In addition to learning basic brain anatomy and
function, readers will learn how to * Improve deep-seated negative attitudes toward math. * Plan lessons with the goal of
"achievable challenge" in mind. * Reduce mistake anxiety with techniques such as errorless math and estimation. *
Teach to different individual learning strengths and skill levels. * Spark motivation. * Relate math to students' personal
interests and goals. * Support students in setting short-term and long-term goals. * Convince students that they can
change their intelligence. With dozens of strategies teachers can use right now, Learning to Love Math puts the power of
research directly into the hands of educators. A Brain Owner's Manual, which dives deeper into the structure and function
of the brain, is also included—providing a clear explanation of how memories are formed and how skills are learned. With
informed teachers guiding them, students will discover that they can build a better brain . . . and learn to love math!
A collection of over 150 fiction and nonfiction passages of varying difficulty for daily reading to increase reading fluency and comprehension.
Comprehension is reinforced with follow-up questions for each passage. Includes tracking sheet, a leveling chart, and answer key.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: It’s time to go mice skating! Albert joins his friends in skating cool shapes into the ice—but will the shapes
get the better of Albert? (Math Concept: 2-D Shapes)
"Few of us really appreciate the full power of math--the extent to which its influence is not only in every office and every home, but also in
every courtroom and hospital ward. In this ... book, Kit Yates explores the true stories of life-changing events in which the application--or
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misapplication--of mathematics has played a critical role: patients crippled by faulty genes and entrepreneurs bankrupted by faulty algorithms;
innocent victims of miscarriages of justice; and the unwitting victims of software glitches"--Publisher marketing.
Offers forty reproducible mystery stories to help students build skills in multiplaction, division, decimals, fractions, mental math, probability,
and geometry.
Provides language arts, social studies, writing, math, science, health, music, drama, physical fitness, and art activities for use in kindergarten
through sixth grade classes which celebrate the month of June. Includes lists of books and bulletin board ideas.
5 x 5 graph paper, also known as coordinate, quadrille, quad, grid or squared paper has five squares per inch. It is often used for drawing two
dimensional graphs, writing mathematical formulas and functions for teens and adults. It can also be useful for design projects, engineer
planning, playing strategic board and pen / pencil games, artist sketches, programmer notes and other creative plans. Shower your love for
ice skating or your support to the best skater with this customized product. The skaters use their bruises with dignity, by gliding, sliding &
winning like a champion. With this personalized product look stunning on & off the ice. Open the Ice check, deliver a hit with your Hockey
stick, slam into the boards, Ice the plucks & deflect into the net, block a shot, circle the net & drop the gloves. That's how Ice Hockey is
played. With this amazing design, enjoy an Ice Hockey match.
This book examines the critical roles and effects of mathematics education. The exposition draws from the author’s forty-year mathematics
career, integrating his research in the psychology of mathematical thinking into an overview of the true definition of math. The intention for the
reader is to undergo a “corrective” experience, obtaining a clear message on how mathematical thinking tools can help all people cope with
everyday life. For those who have struggled with math in the past, the book also aims to clarify that math learning difficulties are likely a result
of improper pedagogy as opposed to any lack of intelligence on the part of the student. This personal treatise will be of interest to a variety of
readers, from mathematics teachers and those who train them to those with an interest in education but who may lack a solid math
background.
Summer Bridge Activities(R) for bridging grades 5–6 is designed specifically for preparing Canadian fifth-grade students for the new year
ahead. Reviewed by Canadian teachers and students, this workbook features daily activities in reading, writing, math, and language arts plus
a bonus section focusing on character development and healthy lifestyles. The exercises are easy to understand and are presented in a way
that allows your child to review familiar skills and then be progressively challenged on more difficult subjects. Give your children the head
start they deserve with this fun, easy-to-use, award-winning series, and make learning a yearlong adventure! 160 full-colour perforated pages
and an answer key.
Traditionally, small-group math instruction has been used as a format for reaching children who struggle to understand. Math coach Kassia
Omohundro Wedekind uses small-group instruction as the centerpiece of her math workshop approach, engaging all students in rigorous
"math exchanges." The key characteristics of these mathematical conversations are that they are: 1) short, focused sessions that bring all
mathematical minds together, 2) responsive to the needs of the specific group of mathematicians, and 3) designed for meaningful, guided
reflection. As in reading and writing workshop, students in Kassia's math workshop are becoming self-directed and independent while
participating in a classroom community of learners. Through the math exchanges, students focus on number sense and the big ideas of
mathematics. Teachers guide the conversations with small groups of students, mediating talk and thinking as students share problem-solving
strategies, discuss how math works, and move toward more effective and efficient approaches and greater mathematical understanding.
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Although grounded in theory and research, Math Exchanges is written for practicing teachers and answers such questions as the following:
How can I use a math workshop approach and follow a certain textbook or set of standards? How should I form small groups? and How often
should I meet with small groups? What should I focus on in small groups? How can I tell if my groups are making progress? What do smallgroup math exchanges look like, sound like, and feel like?
Weekly activities for use by teachers, daycare workers, and parents to help preschoolers develop and reinforce math skills.
Daniel Heller contends that public education is in a downward spiral because we have failed to notice the erosion of the basic curricular
dimensions which support the preparation of students as active participants in our ever-changing world. While many books explain procedural
knowledge such as how to differentiate instruction, how to create standards-based curriculum, or how to write a constructivist lesson, the
second edition of Curriculum on the Edge of Survival discusses the 'what' and 'why' rather than the how. What is the purpose of schools in a
free, democratic society, and why is the answer to that question crucial in deciding the most fundamental questions about curriculum?
What should teachers do on the days after major events, tragedies, and traumas, especially when injustice is involved? This beautifully
written book features teacher narratives and youth-authored student spotlights that reveal what classrooms do and can look like in the wake
of these critical moments. Dunn incisively argues for the importance of equitable commitments, humanizing dialogue, sociopolitical
awareness, and a rejection of so-called pedagogical neutrality across all grade levels and content areas. By highlighting the voices of
teachers who are pushing beyond their concerns and fears about teaching for equity and justice, readers see how these educators address
negative reactions from parents and administrators, welcome all student viewpoints, and negotiate their own feelings. These inspiring stories
come from diverse areas such as urban New York, rural Georgia, and suburban Michigan, from both public and private schools, and from
classrooms with both novice and veteran teachers. Teaching on Days After can be used to support current classroom teachers and to better
structure teacher education to help preservice teachers think ahead to their future classrooms. Book Features: Narratives from teachers and
students that represent a diverse range of identities, locations, grade levels, and content areas.Examples of days after that teachers
remember, including 9/11, elections, natural disasters, gun violence, police brutality, social uprisings, Supreme Court decisions, immigration
policies, and more.Examples of days after that K–12 and college-aged students remember, including what their teachers did and didn’t do
and how they experienced these moments.
Book 2 of 'The Stewards of Light' series, and sequel to 'My Science Teacher is a Wizard.' Blake Drywater and his fellow unfortunate students
at Millard Fillmore Middle School once more find themselves facing an unexpected creature in one of their classes. Because of a sudden
'neck disorder' suffered by their math teacher, Blake and his classmates receive a chilling substitute. His name is Mr. Coagulate, who has a
strange fascination with blood and dreams. Meanwhile Blake's former science teacher, Mr. Marlin, uses his wizard skills to annoyingly turn
himself into objects in Blake's classroom--objects that talk to Blake, but which no one else can hear. Mr. Marlin warns Blake that his substitute
math teacher is actually a vampire, determined to enslave Blake and use him as an unwilling warrior in the battlefield of vampire nightmares.
And in spite of Blake's best efforts to stay out of such a horrible place, he unwillingly finds himself in the midst of the vampire battle one night,
where he learns that nothing ever works out the way it should.
Lessons, blaackline masters, co-op structures and easy activities to use cooperative learning in the mathematics classroom.
Arina Ivanov’s greatest desire is to study astronomy in the United States, but she must find a way to get out of Siberia. Twenty-year-old Arina
is a beautiful woman, and Captain Dimitri Ulisnilov has his eyes on her; however, Arina wants nothing to do with him. Dimitri and his crew
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patrol the eastern shore of the Chukchi Peninsula, the Russian military zone closest to the USA. Rolan and Luka Ivanov, Arina’s older
brothers, are fishermen, but when not fishing, the two young men are fortune hunters. The brothers return home in their boat, the Maligin V,
with a secret—something that will change their lives forever. The last thing they want to do is reveal their secret to their family, but they confide
in Arina. They begin a plan to leave Siberia. After months of preparation, they set their plan in motion, hoping to start a new life in the land of
opportunity. They will have to fight the elements and Dimitri’s prying eyes in order to achieve success.
This teacher-written resource offers engaging activity mats that invite students to explore addition and subtraction, patterns, time, money,
measurement, place value, graphs, and more—every day of the school year! Easy-to-use reproducibles make preparation for whole class,
small group, and learning center lessons a snap. Great homework for students at every ability level! For use with Grades 1-2.

"Day-by-Day Math provides teachers and students with amazing statistics to ponder, puzzles to solve, and math magic to
celebrate.
"Presents practices and routines designed to support and nourish teachers as they prepare and present a meaningful year of
mathematics instruction for fifth-grade mathematicians. Offers activities, lessons, and narration that can be easily adapted or
adjusted to fit the particular needs of the students or the requirements of a prescribed curriculum"-Enter Stuyvesant High, one of the most extraordinary schools in America, a place where the brainiacs prevail and jocks are
embarrassed to admit they play on the woeful football team. Academic competition is so intense that students say they can have
only two of these three things: good grades, a social life, or sleep. About one in four Stuyvesant students gains admission to the
Ivy League. And the school's alumni include several Nobel laureates, Academy Award winners, and luminaries in the arts,
business, and public service. A Class Apart follows the lives of Stuyvesant's remarkable students, such as Romeo, the football
team captain who teaches himself calculus and strives to make it into Harvard; Jane, a world-weary poet at seventeen, battling the
demon of drug addiction; Milo, a ten-year-old prodigy trying to fit in among high-school students who are literally twice his size;
Mariya, a first-generation American beginning to resist parental pressure for ever-higher grades so that she can enjoy her
sophomore year. And then there is the faculty, such as math chairman Mr. Jaye, who is determined not to let bureaucratic red tape
stop him from helping his teachers. He even finds a job for a depressed math genius who lacks a college degree but possesses
the gift of teaching. This is the story of the American dream, a New York City school that inspires immigrants to come to these
shores so that their children can attend Stuyvesant in the first step to a better life. It's also the controversial story of elitism in
education. Stuyvesant is a public school, but children must pass a rigorous entrance exam to get in. Only about 3 percent do so,
which, Stuyvesant students and faculty point out, makes admission to their high school tougher than to Harvard. On the eve of the
hundredth anniversary of Stuyvesant's first graduating class, reporter Alec Klein, an alumnus, was given unfettered access to the
school and the students and faculty who inhabit it. What emerges is a book filled with stunning, raw, and heartrending
personalities, whose stories are hilarious, sad, and powerfully moving.
Aligned with NCTM standards and focal points, this resource offers ready-to-use lessons that include brain-compatible math
activities, step-by-step instructions for the teacher, and all the necessary reproducibles.
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Comprehensive Curriculum of Basic Skills for grade 3 covers basic concepts such as reading comprehension, parts of speech,
punctuation, spelling, rounding, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, geometry, graphs, time, money,
measurement, and place value. Complete with practice in writing, reading, and math, this series helps develop the skills your child
needs for grade-level success. --With over 10 million copies in print, the Comprehensive Curriculum of Basic Skills series provides
an entire curriculum filled with fun, educational activities and instruction that improve academic performance. --Available for grades
prekindergarten to 6, Comprehensive Curriculum of Basic Skills features vivid, full-color illustrations and grade-appropriate
activities for phonics, reading, language arts, writing, and math. This series edition has been updated with relevant, high-interest
reading passages and artwork to engage your child in the learning process. An excellent resource for supporting classroom
learning or enhancing your home school curriculum, it features review lessons to measure your childÕs progress, teaching
suggestions to extend learning, and answer keys to monitor accuracy. --Comprehensive Curriculum of Basic Skills is the all-in-one
resource for strengthening essential skills.
Have an Ice Day: Blank 5x5 Grid Squared Engineering Graph Paper Journal to Write in - Quadrille Coordinate Notebook for Math
and SciencIndependently Published
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